
Tips & Tricks 
Important things to do upon your arrival - inspect, get a round trip around the house/garden to learn practical things 
Don’t forget to inspect the vehicles. And inform all guests that all damages need to be paid for. We use a damage report, and 
by using that you will save 25% of the damages. Padel Mansion is gated and you need key/remote to enter the main door/gate.  
 

Take care of the sun heat for the pool formed during the day 
The pool is heated by the sun during the day. During the night, the heat is preserved by using the pool cover. If this is used, 
the pool will maintain bathable temperature - even during the winter. Also use the top cover for the jacuzzi in the same way. 
 

Keep in mind that we are in the countryside - store your garbage in closed vessels/containers 
We are in the countryside where there are many animals that are interested in food. Prevent unwelcome guests by thinking 
about how/where you keep the garbage. And throw garbage daily in the trash can about 200m below the house/padel court. 
Also make sure that tables/floors on the BBQ terrace are kept clean from food, drink and other. Not least during the night. 
 

The stay is self -catering when it comes to food & consumables, for example 
A (or regular) visit to the grocery store is a must, so you can keep your company with food, drink with also consumables such 
as dishwashing tablets, toilet paper, paper towels, garbage bags etc. 
 

Feel free to play padel with respect for the neighbors - 08.00-23.00 it is allowed to play 
One of the advantages of having your own course is that you can play whenever you want. Keep in mind, however, that we 
have neighbors and it’s only allowed to play padel between 08.00-23.00. 
 

Feel free to borrow padelrackets and SpinFire BallMachine 
Remember to be afraid of the padelrackets. Some rackets needs extra grip, and we can help you to buy it. Also new padelballs. 
The ball machine is for lending, but please take care of the balls and collect balls outside the court.  
 

Feel free to borrow our second hand Golf Sets 
We have 12 set of golfclubs (of which a left set and a women's set) that you may borrow for free and take care for as your own. 
Make sure the number of clubs and the condition on/in the bag is the same as when you got it. Report any loss/damages.  
 

Do not use the "off-road" path that Google Maps recommends you 
Run the paved road that you went with the Courtesy bus when picking up. This will help you not getting damages. 
 

We have a major solar cell system to get more electricity than the official electricity company can provide us 
We have around 60 pcs of solar cell plates on the roof/and walls, which complement the electricity we can get here at the 
countryside. We have batteries that store solar energy overnight. Remember to use electricity smart and sparingly. 
 

Never have the AC on (heat/cold) in your rooms if you are not there 
With the information above about solar cell systems, a good advise is that you do not have the AC on when leaving the room. 
We have one AC in each room and the rooms are small, so it is quick to heat and cool. 
 

Always shower before pool & jacuzzi - for hygienic reasons 
Always shower before jumping in the pool or jacuzzi, so you help keep the water fresh for all guests. 
 

Make sure to use the shelters/quilts on the sofas - for hygienic reasons 
Textile sofas are neat but not so practical/hygienic. Therefore, we provide the sofas with covers, which we can wash at regular 
intervals and keep it fresh for you as a guest. 
 

The towels you get access to used indoors 
Remember to use only the towels on the toilet/indoors and not for pool/jacuzzi. 
 

Flush only toilet paper in the toilet - no other paper/hygiene products 
To avoid stop in the drain. Avoid putting things in the toilet that can cause a jam in the pipes.  
 

Never flush food fat/butter/olive oil in the drain 
There will also be a stop/jaw in the drain if you flush down fat that forms lumps and causes stop/jam in the drain. Pour this 
into a jar that you then throw with the garbage. By doing this, you save unnecessary problems. 
 

Use the industrial machine on the large BBQ terrace (does not apply to you as only renting the penthouset) 
In order to save the kitchen drain, which is clamped with the regular drain, we have installed a dishwasher for large/industr ial 
use, on the large BBQ-terrace. The pipes for the drain is connected directly to the septi tank, but still be sure to handle fat/
butter/oil smart and put in jars which are then thrown with the garbage. 
 

Help all guests gain access to hot water 
We have 5 solar cell heated large (150-200L) containers with hot water. If you are many guests in the house at the same time, 
think about the others and not shower too long. So everyone can get a hot shower. 
 

Please be careful with the vehicles. All damages will be fixed at the guests costs (exceed €300/damage) 
You are responsible for the vehicle during your visit and in Spain it ’s usual to get damages while parking (and the public ga-
rage is very narrow). So please act wisely to avoid damages and extra costs. 
 

Refuel the cars before departure 
Access to minibuses and mini is included in the price (also that we pick up/leave at airport). But you always pay the fuel 
yourself as a guest. Be sure to fill the fuel tanks before departure and you avoid extra costs. 
 

Leave no garbage or undiscovered disk upon departure 
Remember to throw away your garbage before departure and make sure all the dishes are washed and in its place in the cabi-
nets. Make sure that the fridges/freezers are emptied of stuff that is opened. The rest (unopened items) you can leave.  
 

Remove the sheets, pillowcase & duvet cover and place on the floor - upon departure 
Please leave wet towels so it can dry. 


